Synaptic mechanisms in the kindled epileptic focus: a speculative synthesis.
This chapter reviews the chemical kindling model of epilepsy and speculates on its significance. Both human and experimental epilepsies are extremely heterogeneous, and it is unlikely that a single molecular or cellular mechanism can account for such a diversity of behavioral manifestations. Recent studies of chemical kindling favor the view that in this model, epilepsy is a property of neuronal networks that can take place in a structurally intact brain and does not depend on the presence of gross or microscopic brain damage. Kindling can be obtained by daily injections of nanomolar amounts of multiple muscarinic agonists in selective brain regions such as the amygdala and, once acquired, it is very persistent and frequently accompanied by spontaneous seizures. No evidence exists for creation of a novel pathway, and studies of seizure threshold suggest the need for a critical mass of neurons even on initial stimulation. The amounts of muscarinic agents injected are small enough to have little recordable effect initially, and the number of stimulations needed varies directly with the dose and inversely with the interstimulus interval. Carbachol kindling is inhibited by picomolar amounts of muscarinic antagonists, and the relative potencies of drugs on the kindling behavior in vivo parallel their affinity for muscarinic receptors in vitro. The (+) isomer of acetyl-beta-methylcholine, with good affinity for the muscarinic receptor, can induce kindling, whereas the (-) stereo isomer with poor affinity for the receptor cannot. No morphological differences are observed between animals injected with the (+) or the (-) isomer. These experiments suggest that the development of chronic focal epilepsy can take place in a structurally intact brain, be independent of the production of brain damage, and totally dependent on synaptic excitation. In other words, in this model, epilepsy may be a disease of cell-cell communication in which structurally normal neurons develop epileptiform responses as their interactions are modified through synaptic activation. A study of the relationships between carbachol and electrical kindling of the same site gave different results depending on the site of stimulation. In the amygdala, no interaction was found, but when both stimuli were aimed at the cholinoceptive hippocampal cells, a strong facilitation in both directions was observed. Thus, it appears that chemical and electrical kindling share similar mechanisms and that cross-facilitation depends on the existence of a common anatomy. The same anticonvulsants that block electrical kindling also inhibit chemical kindling.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)